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The size and location of nonlinear-resonance zones, in the one-dimensional model microwave-driven
hydrogen, are obtained numerically for the microwave field strengths and frequency used in experiments.
Classical simulations show a high correlation between the widths of fractional resonances at the chaos
border and the width of regions of suppressed ionization observed in experiments. Numerical evidence
is given for the existence of quantum nonlinear resonances in microwave-driven hydrogen.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the mid-1970s, there has been a significant experimental effort to determine the behavior of highly excited
states of hydrogen perturbed by electromagnetic microwaves [1-11]. The excited states are prepared by
laser excitation in the presence of a static electric field.
They are extreme Stark or one-dimensional states and are
most conveniently described in terms of parabolic quantum numbers (n ;n 1 ,n 2 ,m) [12], where n =n 1 +n 2
+ Im I+ 1 is the principal quantum number. The atoms
entering the microwave cavity are typically in eigenstates
(n;O,n -1,0) or (n;1,n -2,0) where 30<n <90. In
these states, the classical orbit or the quantummechanical orbital of the electron lies almost along a
straight line and the electron remains predominantly on
one side of the proton. The static electrostatic field is
used to prepare the initial states, and may or may not be
active in the region of the microwave perturbation. Because of this preparation of the atom the relative motion
of the electron and proton in the presence of the microwave field is described fairly well in terms of a onedimensional model,
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lap of the primary and higher-order resonances. (A region in which primary and higher-order resonances have
overlapped is one in which all Kolmogorov-ArnoldMoser (KAM) tori which might block the flow of trajectories to higher values of action, and ultimately to the
continuum, have been destroyed.) There are regions
below n = 82 where the ionization threshold forms plateaus over a range of several energy levels. Jensen [13]
has suggested that these plateaus or stable regions correspond to fractional resonance zones in the phase space of
the hydrogen atom. But this has raised two questions
that have gone unanswered until now.
(1) The centers of the stable regions in the space of energy levels match very closely the predicted locations of
particular fractional resonance zones. But do the resonance zones also account for the widths of the stable regions? This question is answered here, in the affirmative,
by numerical simulations of the behavior of the atom at
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where p and x are the relative momentum and displacement of the electron and proton, respectively, and F and
w are the peak electric-field strength and angular frequency of the microwave field, respectively (in atomic units).
As we shall show, this one-dimensional classical model
(which we shall call the harmonically driven Stark states
of hydrogen, or the HSH model) goes far in reproducing
the observed behavior of hydrogen in the microwave
field.
Koch and others [5,8] have measured the amplitude of
the microwave field needed to ionize hydrogen for a
range of principal quantum numbers. Their results are
shown in Fig. 1. The overall downward trend reflects
the fact that it takes less force to ionize a more highly excited atom. The reversal of the downward trend that
occurs at n = 82 marks the lower edge of the first primary
resonance (we define primary resonances in Sec. II) and
therefore the edge of the chaotic sea formed by the over45
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FIG. 1. Plot of the 10% (circles) and 90% (crosses) ionization thresholds initial energy level for hydrogen. The vertical
axis gives the microwave peak field strength at which the given
percentage of the atoms in the beam ionizes. The microwave
frequency is 1.509X 10- 6 (v=9.923 GHz). (Data from Ref.
[8].)
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various levels of microwave field strength. These simulations show that the resonance zones corresponding to
each stable region grow with the strength of the field,
reaching maximum widths before they break down and
join the chaotic sea. These maximum widths are close to
the widths of the stable regions observed in the laboratory.
(2) The excited states of hydrogen are in the quasiclassical regime; they are on the boundary of the correspondence principle and have behavior which may be described by either Hamilton's or Schrodinger's equations.
The stability can be explained in classical mechanics in
terms of resonance zones, but what is the corresponding
explanation in quantum mechanics? This second question is partially answered here, by showing that the hydrogen atom Hilbert space has a primary resonance
structure similar to the primary resonance structure in
the classical phase space. We shall also show that it may
be very difficult in practice to generate the fractional resonances correctly starting from the Schrodinger equation.
The paper has three major sections. In Sec. II, we describe in some detail the resonance structure of classical
microwave-driven one-dimensional hydrogen in the
action-angle space of unperturbed one-dimensional hydrogen. It is in this coordinate frame that we can isolate
individual primary resonances and obtain resonance conditions which allow a connection to experiment. It is also
in this frame that one might hope to obtain analytic expressions for fractional resonances, and that the connection to quantum mechanics is most easily made. In Sec.
III, we use the full HSH model of hydrogen to obtain
strobe plots and estimates of widths of fractional resonance zones in hydrogen, and we compare our results
with experiment. In Sec. IV, we use an approximation to
the full Schrodinger equation for one-dimensional
microwave-driven hydrogen to generate the primary resonance zones in the Hilbert space of unperturbed hydrogen. We show that the widths and positions of the quantum primary nonlinear-resonance zones are in good
agreement with those obtained from classical dynamics.
We also discuss why it may be very difficult, in practice
to obtain an acqurate picture of the fractional quantum
nonlinear-resonance zones, starting from the Schrodinger
equation, although this is a very important thing to do
from the point of view of quantum dynamics. Finally, in
Sec. V, we make some concluding remarks.

In order to obtain a· clear picture of the resonance
structure of microwave-driven hydrogen, we write the
Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.1), in terms of action and angle variables, (I,()), for unperturbed hydrogen. We obtain [14]
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where A 0 = -3 and AM=2J~(M)IM for M=I=O. J~(z)
is the first derivative of the Bessell function of the first
kind, taken with respect to z. The values of AM for
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generating the Hamiltonians for these higher-order fractional resonances, and using this technique they have
developed a renormalization theory to predict the destruction of any KAM torus between any pair of primaries. In the language of Escande and Doveil, each pair
of primaries generates an infinite family of fractional
daughter resonances. In the limit F -+0, these higherorder fractional resonances obey a resonance condition,
I 3w=s lr, where s and r are relatively prime integers.
The position in the action coordinate of a fractional resonance is given by the equation J 3w=(s lr) 113 (for F -.0).
We have searched the region of action I below the first
primary resonance [the region I < (1 I w) 113] for higherorder or fractional resonances, using Eq. (2.3) forM= 1.
In this region we expect to find fractional resonances
satisfying the condition I 3w=s lr < 1. The fractional resonances found there were extremely small, with widths
on the order of w- 5• Thus, when we use only the tworesonance approximation, the fractional resonances are
not large enough to explain the plateaus in the data, even
though the primaries represent the data very well. As we
shall show, it takes the full series of primary resonances,
which are all present implicitly in Hamiltonian Eq. (1.1),
to bring the resonances in the lower region up to their
full width. This is an important point when making the
connection to quantum mechanics, and in trying to compute the positions and sizes of the fractional resonances
theoretically.
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of the Mth primary resonance zone.
Three ways of viewing the motion of the singly resonant system [whose motion is determined by Eq. (2.2)] are
shown in Fig. 2 for the case M = 2. The second primary
resonance zone is clearly visi_ble in these plots. We can
obtain a simple theoretical estimate of the width of those
resonances by making the "pendulum approximation."
This is done by expanding the energy, -l!I 2, about the
center of the resonance, I M = (M I w) 113 , keeping terms to
second order in deviations from the center, and by letting
I -+1M in the coefficient of the cosine term. This gives a
pendulumlike Hamiltonian. The width in action of the
region enclosed by the separatrix is (4M I w )V FA M 16.
Table I compares the theoretical prediction of the locations and widths of selected primary resonance zones
with the corresponding quantities measured in strobe
plots like the one in Fig. 2(b). The primary resonance
zones in HSH hydrogen are very similar in structure to
the region inside the separatrix of a pendulum. If one
writes the cosine term in the form cos(sO-rwt) (in this
case s =2 and r = 1), the plot in Fig. 2(c) provides a
means of measuring the fractions lr. An orbit satisfying
the resonance condition will hit the () axis s times and the
t axis r times.
If two adjacent cosine terms are retained in the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1), then the resulting doubly resonant system has Hamiltonian

Thus, H\Ml is a Hamiltonian which describes fairly well
the qualitative behavior of the immediate neighborhood

I' ! I f

Width 21:J..rf/I

Location IM

2

0

II. THE RESONANCE PICTURE

TABLE I. Locations and widths of some primary resonances for F=2X10- 10, w=2rr/(5X106 )
(classical theory and classical simulations).

ME {1,2, ... , 5) are 0.650, 0.224, 0.118, 0.074, and
0.052.
When viewed in terms of action-angle coordinates, the
HSH Hamiltonian takes the form of an infinite superposition of rotating cosine potentials, indexed by the integers,
M, including a zeroth-order (M =0) standing cosine potential. The Mth cosine potential has amplitude
FI 2 AMI2 and rotates through angle() (except forM =0)
with angular frequency w I M. This frequency is either
positive or negative (meaning an either counterclockwise
or clockwise sense of rotation), according to the relative
sign of M and w. These rotating potentials can resonate
with the underlying motion of the atom, which has angular frequency dOidt = 11I 3 • The resonance condition is
wiM = 11I 3 or I 3 w~M. The value I =(M lw) 113 locates
the position of the Mth primary resonance in action. ·
If the microwave field is so weak that resonance zones
do not overlap, then the motion in the neighborhood of a
given resonance zone is determined largely by the cosine
wave in the Hamiltonian that gives rise to that resonance.
For example, in the neighborhood of the Mth primary
resonance, the effective Hamiltonian is
1
FI AM
H\Ml=-- +
cos(MO-wt).
2
2I
2
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Equation (2.3) governs the behavior of the HSH system in
a region of phase space between and inside the Mth and
(M + 1 )th primary resonances.
A system whose Hamiltonian contains two or more
cosine waves, as is the case for Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), is
nonintegrable and its phase space will contain not only
the primary resonances, but an infinite hierarchy of fractional resonances. In Fig. 3, we show a strobe plot of
some of the higher-order resonances lying between the
primaries, M = 1 and M = 2, using the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2.3). The mechanism for the destruction of any
KAM tori lying between these two primaries is very complex because it involves simultaneous overlap of an
infinite number of these higher-order resonances. Escande and Doveil [15,16] have developed a technique for

(c)

2n

FIG. 2. Three views of the second primary HSH resonance
zone, made by plotting the behavior of the singly resonant HSH
system with M = 2 in three different spaces: (a) phase paths in a
frame of reference that is rotating with the cosine potential, i.e.,
with angular frequency w/M (the radial coordinate is I, the angle coordinate is 0); (b) a Poincare surface of section, made by
strobing the motion at the frequency of the perturbation, w (the
radial coordinate is I, the angle coordinate is 8); (c) 8 vs t for a
single orbit with 8 taken mod(2rr) and t taken mod(2rr/w). The
experimental parameters for all three plots are F=2X 10- 10 (1.0
V/cm) and w=2rr/(5X 106). In (a) and (b), the range of the radial coordinate, the action, is IE (78, 162).

I,

.........

~·

FIG. 3. Strobe plot of the doubly resonant system, Eq. (2.3),
for M=1, F=2Xl0- 10, and w=2rr/(5X10 6). The radial axis
is I with 95 ::S I ::S 115 and the angular axis is e. Several secondary and higher-order resonances are visible.
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III. PHYSICAL PHASE SPACE

In classical dynamics it is possible to solve Hamilton's
equations obtained from Eq. (1.1) numerically thereby including the effect of all the resonances. The appropriate
phase space is the four-dimensional extended phase space
(p,x,- E, t), where E is the total energy of the perturbed
system and t is the time. Because the Hamiltonian is
periodic with period, 21T I w, the time in the extended
phase space is taken modulus 21T I w. The extended phase
space will contain periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic orbits. Each periodic and quasiperiodic orbit will lie on a
torus. If the ratio of the frequencies of the microwave
field and the atomic motion is irrational (if I 3w=a, airrational), then the trajectory is quasiperiodic and covers
the torus after a long time, as is shown in Fig. 4. If the
ratio of frequencies is rational (1 3w =s lr), then the trajectory is periodic and lies on the torus but does not cover it,
as is shown in Fig. 5.
The most useful way of viewing the type of motion
occurring in the phase space is to take a two-dimensional
slice of the phase space, known as a Poincare surface of
section. The Poincare section is a plot of p vs x at each
period of the external field. A Poincare section for the
system described by Eq. (1.1) is shown in Fig. 6. The
solid curves in Fig. 6 are located in resonance zones. In
addition to the solid curves, there are also two orbits
whose evolution is chaotic and whose Poincare sections
consist of random scatterings of dots.
In order to determine the effect of the perturbation
strength on the resonance behavior, the same series of
Poincare sections as in Fig. 6 was obtained for three
higher values of the microwave peak field strength, F.
One of the results is shown in Fig. 7. From the analysis
of a series of Poincare sections including Figs. 6 and 7 as
well as several others not shown here (cf. Ref. [17] for addition plots), the following general statements can be
made about the effect of changing the perturbation
strength: (1) The resonance islands grow wider with increasing perturbation strength; (2) the lower-order resonances (those for which s and r are smaller) grow faster
than those of the higher-order ones; and (3) as the resonance zones grow, more and more of them decay into the
"chaotic sea."
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TABLE II. Experimentally and numerically measured widths of HSH resonances.
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F

FIG. 5. Three periodic orbits (where the ratio of frequencies
is a rational number): (a) I 3w= 1; (b) I 3w=2; (c) J 3w=
The
asterisks are strobe points.
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Table II compares these data with the experimental results shown in Fig. 1. The left-hand column gives the microwave field strength. The second column from the left
locates the center of the regions of suppressed ionization,
or enhanced stability, in the laboratory data. The next
two columns show how closely these centers match the
low-order rational winding numbers. Finally, the last
three columns compare the widths of these regions with
the largest width reached by the corresponding resonance
zones before decaying into the chaotic sea. (In the Appendix we explain how these widths are obtained.)
Columns 2-4 confirm what has been noted by Jensen
[13], namely, that the locations of the regions of stability
are well predicted by the locations of fractional resonance
zones in the phase space. However, no one has previously offered an explanation of the widths of these regions,
or a correspondence between the widths in the laboratory
and numerical data as is done in the last three columns of
the Table II. (Some fractional resonances have also been
observed by Leopold and Richards [18].)
The laboratory and numerical data are in qualitative

agreement on the widths of the various resonance zones.
The zones may be listed by winding number in order of
decreasing width: s lr = 1,
f, . . .
The
significance of this ordering is that the width of the zones
decreases as the sizes of the integers in the numerator and
denominator of the winding numbers increases. Some additional data on the growth of fractional resonances with
increasing field strength is given in Table III.
In conclusion, the widths of the regions of suppressed
ionization in Fig. 1 are well correlated with the widths of
the corresponding HSH resonance zones. The zones expand with increasing perturbation strength, and each resonance zone reaches a maximum width before decaying
into the chaotic sea. The widths of the regions of
supressed ionization are on the order of these maximum
widths achieved by the resonance zones.

+• +•

IV. QUANTUM DYNAMICS

The bound-state energy eigenvalues (in atomic units) of
the unperturbed hydrogen atom are given by

TABLE III. Locations and extents in action of resonance islands for ru= 1.5 X 10- 6 and various field
strengths. (The s /r =I resonance shrinks in overall size with increasing F as its outer layers decay into
chaos, but as F increases it becomes very elongated causing an overall increase in "width=.'=')====
Measured action (average, width, excursion)
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FIG. 4. A torus in the HSH model of hydrogen. The long
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asterisks are strobe points, and form a Poincare section of the
orbit.
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FIG. 7. Strobe plot of HSH phase paths for various initial
V/em) and
conditions, with F = 1.095 X 10- 9 (5.623
w= 1. 509 X 10- 6 • This plot is equivalent to Fig. 6, except for
the increased perturbation strength and an expanded scale on
the x axis.
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En= -1 /2n 2, where n is the principal quantum number.
The energy-level spacing is given by the Balmer formula

1 [ -12
En+l-En=-2
n

1 2
(n +1)

l

1 '
-----+-3
n->oo

(4.1)

n

which, for large values of the principal quantum number,
approaches the same form as the frequency of the orbital
motion in classical action-angle coordinates, with I -+n.
The contribution to the HSH Hamiltonian matrix
which couples extreme Stark bound states to one another
can be written
Hn' n = - _.1_2 8n' n + F( n' lx In )cos(wt) ,
'
2n
'

(4.2)

where In)= In ;O,n + 1,0). If we retain only matrix elements of the form Eq. (4.2) in the Hamiltonian matrix we
can then study the resonance structure along the extreme
Stark ladder. For n > 30, the coupling to other bound
states will be small [19]. If we wish to focus on the region
of Hilbert space influenced by the lower primaries (in the
experiments we consider here this is the regime 30 < n),
we can truncate the Hamiltonian further and write
1
Fn 2 «n
Hln ) " " ' - - I n ) + - ~

2n2

4

M»-n

AM(ei"'1 ln +M)
.

+e-i"'tln -M)).
(4.3)
To obtain Eq. (4.3), we have expanded cos(wt) in exponentials and we have relabeled summation variables.
As long as the energy of the atom in the presence of the
microwave cannot diffuse below n = 30, and as long as
the resonances have not overlapped, so that there is no
ionization, then Eq. (4.3) gives a good approximation to
the behavior of HSH for 30 < n. Note that we have used
the fact that ( n +Mix In) ""'n 2 AM /2 for the values of n
and M we are considering (we have checked that it gives
values to within 1% of the fully quantum values). In Eq.
(4.3), we have rewritten Eq. (4.2) in a form which explicitly shows its resonance structure (cf. Refs. [20-22] for an
extensive discussion concerning the structure of quantum
nonlinear resonances).
In classical action-angle coordinates, resonance can
occur between the frequency of rotation of the unperturbed system and the frequency of rotation of a set of
cosine potentials. In the quantum system, the microwave
perturbation is in resonance with the atom if its photon
size is a multiple, by some M, of the level spacing of the
atom (this gives the primary resonances). So the resonance condition is, for large n, n 3w""'M, where IMI <<n.
This is identical to the primary resonance condition in
the classical case.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.3) can be used in
Schrodinger's equation and Schrodinger's equation can
be solved numerically. The resulting simulations demonstrate a phenomenon very similar to the classical resonance behavior in that there are regions of confinement of
probability in the space of energy levels. Furthermore,
these regions expand and merge as F is increased, as do
the resonance zones in the classical theory.

The entire time evolution of an atom, starting with the
turn-on of the perturbation, may be presented in a single,
static picture by using shading to represent the magnitude of probability. The result is called here an evolution
plot, and is shown in Fig. 8. Any vertical slice through
this figure contains the same information as a probability
plot at a single time. This technique makes it possible to
see many aspects of the motion that are not evident from
inspecting series of individual frames. In Fig. 8, the
probability spreads out evenly both above and below the
initial state. After spreading out to fill the region from
about n =69 to 95, the probability stays in this region,
yet with some oscillation in its structure. The region
through which the probability has spread is identified as
the first primary resonance zone.
A further compaction of the data brings out evidence
of the resonance zones even more clearly. In Fig. 8, the
essential features of the probability distribution remain
fairly stable after the initial spreading occurs' although oscillation of probability does occur with time. This suggests that the essential information about a single evolution is preserved if the entire plot is collapsed by averaging the probabilities, for each energy eigenvalue, over
time, starting from the time when the maximum width is
first reached. This reduces each evolution plot to a vertical slice so that a series can be juxtaposed to form a type
of plot which we call a distribution plot. The distribution
plot, obtained from a series of evolution plots for the first
primary resonance (M = 1), is shown in Fig. 9. Both the
vertical and horizontal axes are measured in the index of
the principal quantum number. A value on the horizontal axis denotes the initial condition of one particular calculation. A value on the vertical axis denotes a possible
state in the energy-index space of each calculation. The
shade of the plot at the intersection of these two values
indicates the extent to which probability has spread from
the initial energy state, n 0 , to a state with principal quantum number indicated on the vertical axis. In the distribution plot, the resonance zone shows up as a distinctive
square pattern. The probability spreads out to fill the
square area in a manner which is almost completely independent of the initial state of the atom. This plot is a
compact representation of a large amount of data. It
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FIG. 9. Distribution plot for the singly resonant HSH atom
with M = 1. The plot on the left shows the series of initial states
from n 0 = 20 to 200. The plot on the right is an expanded view
of the vicinity of the resonance zone. The experimental parameters are the same as in Fig. 9.

comprises vertical slices for time series for each of 181 initial states, with the probabilities in each slice being obtained by averaging over several hundred, and in many
cases upwards of a thousand, time frames.
Table IV compares the classical theoretical estimates
(with I -+n) of the locations and widths of the resonances
with the values measured from the evolution and distribution plots. The results of the simulations are seen to be
in good agreement with the predictions, although the resonance zones seem to be somewhat narrower than predicted. While most of the experimental work on excited
states of hydrogen has investigated ionization, there are a
few results reported [4] that relate directly to the simulations presented in this section. These are measurements
of the final-state distribution for a beam initially prepared
in a particular excited state, and perturbed in a microwave chamber. Unfortunately, none of these data
have been taken with a set of parameters that would test
for primary resonance zones.
Figures 10 and 11 show distribution plots for Eq. (4.3)
with ME ( 1, 2). The microwave frequency is the same as
is used in Fig. 9, but the field strength is reduced by a factor of 5. The first and second primary resonance zones
are clearly visible. The energy of an atom in the region of
one of these zones spreads in probability through that
zone and does not enter the other zones. In Fig. 11, the
parameters F and w are the same as Fig. 9. The calculations for the doubly resonant system require much more
computer time than for the singly resonant. This is the
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reason for the gaps in the data seen in Figs. 10 and 11.
Despite the gaps due to high computation costs, this plot
shows a definite overlap of the resonance regions. The
square area extends from about 70 to 120, the energy indices of which correspond to the lower edge of the first ·
primary resonance zone and the upper edge of the
second. For an initial state in either resonance zone, the
probability spreads throughout both zones. In most
parts, the probability still stays primarily in the original
zone, with only very little spreading into the other zone.
For n 0 =90, however, which is midway between the locations of the two zones, the probability is fairly evenly
spread out. This is the quantum analog of resonance
overlap.
Approximations of the type used to obtain Eq. (4.3) do
not contain enough information to accurately generate
the fractional resonances in hydrogen, although Eq. (4.3)
does reproduce the primary resonances quite well. Quantum fractional resonances have been observed in other
quantum systems [21,22]. A remaining problem in the
theory of microwave-driven hydrogen is to find a theoretical treatment that will allow us to see them numerically.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In both classical and quantum mechanics, harmonically driven Stark states of hydrogen (HSH) exhibit nonlinear resonance between the orbital motion of the atom
and the microwave perturbation .. In classical mechanics,

TABLE IV. Locations and widths of some primary resonances for F =0.95 X 10- 9 , w= 80- 3 (classical theory and quantum-mechanical simulations).

time
FIG. 8. Evolution plot for the singly resonant HSH system in
quantum mechanics with M = 1 and n 0 = 80. The probability is
seen to spread within a specific range of energy levels, and not
beyond. This is the first primary resonance zone in the quantum
system. The experimental parameters are F=0.95X10- 9 (4.9
V/em) and w= 80- 3 = 1. 9 X 10- 6 .

Width 2D.'M'n

Location nM
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FIG. 10. Distribution plots for the doubly resonant case with
ME[l,2], F=1.9Xl0- 10 (0.98 V/cm) and w=80- 3
= 1. 9 X 10- 6 • The first and second primary resonance zones are
visible.
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FIG. 11. Distribution plots for the doubly resonant HSH
atom with ME{l,2l, F=0.95XI0- 9 (4.9 V/cm), and
w= 1. 9 X 10- 6 . The first and second primary resonance zones
have gone through overlap.

the primary resonances occur when the angular frequency, in action-angle space, of the unperturbed atom is
close to the frequency of one or more of an infinite number of rotating cosine potentials representing the perturbation. In quantum mechanics, the primary resonances
arise when the energy-level spacing of the unperturbed
atom is close to an integer multiple of the microwave
photon size.
These results demonstrate that, despite totally different
mathematical foundations, both classical and quantum
mechanics do demonstrate the existence and overlap of
resonance zones. Moreover, the locations and sizes of
these zones are the same in both theories. In classical
mechanics these are zones in the atom's phase space, and
may be plotted in either the physical or action-angle
coordinates. In quantum mechanics they are zones in the
space of the atom's energy levels, which correspond to
subspaces in its Hilbert space.
In classical mechanics, the growth of the fractional resonance zones has been shown here to explain the widths
of the regions of suppressed ionization in the experiments
done by Koch. While others have explained the locations
of these regions in terms of resonance zones, we show
that their widths are explained also by this same theory.
The conclusions of this work may be summed up as follows: (1) The HSH atom demonstrates nonlinear resonance by the existence and overlap of resonance zones in
both a classical and quantum analysis; (2) simulations
based on the classical equations of motion reproduce the
detailed behavior observed in the laboratory.
Specifically, the positions and widths of regions of stability calculated in the physical phase space match those
found in the laboratory; (3) simulations based on the
quantum equations of motion agree with the spreading of
states observed in the laboratory, and with the size and
overlap of primary resonance zones calculated in the clas-
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APPENDIX

There are two different measures of the extent, in action, of an island chain. These measures are illustrated in
Fig. 12. The width of an individual island is the largest
difference in action value of points appearing opposite each
other on the island. The width of a chain of islands is the
largest width of all of its islands. The excursion of an island chain is the overall difference in action encountered
in traversing the whole chain.
The correct value of both the width and the excursion
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curves among the concentric curves forming the island
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was always the objective to generate an island chain as
close to the separatrix as possible for measurement.
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